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Models of physical processes often depend on parameters, such as material properties or source 

terms, that are only known with some uncertainty. Measurement data can be used to estimate 

these parameters and thereby improve the model's credibility. When measurements become 

expensive, it is important to choose the most informative data. This task becomes even more 

challenging when the model configurations vary and the data noise is correlated.  

 

In this work, we consider optimal sensor placement for hyper-parameterized Bayesian inverse 

problems, where the hyper-parameter characterizes nonlinear flexibilities in the forward model, 

and is considered for a range of possible values. This model variability needs to be taken into 

account for the experimental design to guarantee that the Bayesian inverse solution is uniformly 

informative. In this work we link the numerical stability of the maximum a posterior point and 

A-optimal experimental design to an observability coefficient that directly describes the 

influence of the chosen sensors. We propose an algorithm that iteratively chooses the sensor 

locations to improve this coefficient and thereby decrease the eigenvalues of the posterior 

covariance matrix. This algorithm exploits the structure of the solution manifold in the hyper-

parameter domain via a reduced basis surrogate solution for computational efficiency.  The 

algorithms are suitable for correlated noise models as well as large-scale forward models, 

achieving computational efficiency through model order reduction.  
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